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		Vertica delivers unified analytics and machine learning at unprecedented speed, scale, and value. 
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	Vertica SaaS offering
	Built on and delivers all the functionality of the Vertica Unified Analytics Platform
	Automated administration and runs in your own AWS account
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	Vertica Unified Analytics Platform, 
Customer-Managed Software
	Bring Your Own License (BYOL) analytics software
	Runs on-premises, hybrid, multi clouds, and containerized
	Advanced analytics, in database ML, and data lake query engine
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	Vertica Announces Vertica 12 for Future-Proof Analytics

	Latest version of analytics database enables more deployment flexibility, advanced analytics, and enhanced machine learning  
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	Featured Use Case:
Customer Behavior Analytics

Customer centricity is a mission critical initiative across industries. Unify customer data, deliver personalized, omni-channel experiences, and grow and retain your customer base.
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	Harness the Internet of Things (IoT)

	IoT data is expected to grow exponentially across industries. Learn how to leverage sensor data at massive scale for business and customer value.
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	Support & Services

	Access subscription-based pricing: New customers eligible for a 50% discount.

		Act now
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	Tight integration with and support from leading technology and solution providers.
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	Vertica Inside – Embedded Analytics at Scale

	Seize the huge growth opportunity for OEM software developers  
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	Resources

	Explore our Thought Leadership library, including the most recent articles, webcasts and reports, with expert insights.
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	Built for Fast. Built for Freedom.
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	Stay Informed

	Sign-up to receive our monthly newsletter. 
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Within a few years, the “IoT” is projected to include millions, if not billions, of connected devices, generating an unfathomable amount of sensor data.

With emerging, real-world use cases—such as predictive maintenance, smart metering, telemedicine, and usage-based insurance—forward-looking enterprises and equipment manufacturers are reducing costs, improving customer satisfaction, and creating new business models based on the inherent value of information.

To capitalize on this emerging mega trend, your organization must do more than simply collect massive amounts of sensor data in, say, Hadoop. Your success with these new business models hinges on your ability to leverage a proven and massively scalable Big Data SQL analytics platform that stores and analyzes volumes of sensor data at extreme scale.











See why more intelligent device manufacturers are turning to Vertica to manage and analyze large volumes of IoT data for predictive maintenance solutions.

 

Watch the Demo
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Find out how Philips is moving towards zero unplanned equipment downtime of medical imaging systems using remote monitoring and predictive analytics, powered by Vertica.

 

Watch Webcast
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Top Vertica Use Cases for IoT Analytics:















Predictive Maintenance




Continuous monitoring of machine and sensor data help equipment manufacturers and service providers predict and address maintenance issues before they occur.











Vehicle Telematics




Sensor data from delivery trucks help businesses ensure driver safety, schedule maintenance before mechanical issues can disrupt fleet operations, and enable intelligent route optimization to reduce fuel costs and emissions.














Smart Buildings




Facilities personnel use monitors to gather data on building systems, including heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment to anticipate and troubleshoot issues before they escalate to “hot” or “cold” calls.











Product Monitoring




Data collected on how customers are interacting with physical features enables product management and engineering teams to analyze user behavior and experience for incorporation into future product development.














Smart Devices and Wearables




Product developers are embedding sensors into consumer electronics to uncover user-specific insights and value-added services across a wide range of needs—everything from smart appliances to fitness trackers.











Smart Metering




Utilities are deploying digital, networked advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) to systematically track consumption and demand data across regions.















“Vertica is the data warehouse the market needed for 20 years, but didn’t have… It’s absolutely amazing. It’s game changing. People can sit at their desktops now, manipulate data, come up with new ideas and iterate without having to run a batch and go home.”

 

  – Larry Lancaster, Founder and CTO, Zebrium

 

Watch the Webcast
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Suunto unlocks fitness coaching market with Big Data project



The Challenge:

Required a high-performance database to ingest and analyze massive data volumes created by customers’ coaching solutions and enhance the user experience.

The Solution:

The Vertica Analytics Platform. A highly scalable column-oriented relational database that handles modern analytic workloads with high-performance query analytics functionality. The advanced analytics solution drives all features of Suunto’s movescount.com application.

The Result:

	Manages and analyzes massive data volumes rapidly and reliably via a highly structured database, eliminating the limitations of traditional data warehouse technology.
	Constantly updates the data pool, generating highly accurate progress and performance information to users.
	Boosts brand awareness and enhances the user experience substantially, delivering a competitive edge in a highly aggressive market.


 Read the Full Case Study

 Watch the Video
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        With Vertica in place, we’ve the ability to build a comprehensive understanding of each individual runner or cyclist and how they progress over time. This capability gives us a considerable competitive edge.


        	
                -
                    Janne Kallio, performance business digital leader, Suunto                
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View All Resources











One Unified Analytics Platform. Many Flexible Choices.

TRY VERTICA TODAY
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										End User License Agreement


						
							Read carefully before downloading the software

	You may not use more than 1TB (including Parquet and ORC External Tables) and 3 nodes.
	You may not use software to provide services to third parties.
	You may not distribute, resell, share or sublicense software to third parties.
	You may not download and use patches, enhancements, bug fixes, or similar updates unless you have a license to the underlying software.  Community Edition license does not give you a right to receive such updates.
	You may not copy the Software or make it available on a public or external distributed network.
	You may copy the Software for archival purposes or when it is an essential step in authorized use so long as You retain any product identification, trademark, copyright or other notices in the Software.
	You may not modify, reverse engineer, disassemble, decrypt, decompile or make derivative works of the Software.  If you have a right to do so under law, you must first inform Microfocus in writing about such modifications.
	You may not disclose to any third-party performance information or analysis (including, without limitation, benchmarks and performance tests) from any source relating to the Software.
	Support is not included. Additional information regarding the software may be available from the Vertica Community at https://forum.vertica.com. Vertica has no obligation to provide You with any bug fixes, upgrades, patches, new versions, new releases, or support.
	You consent to the collection of anonymous analytics.
	What are we collecting? We collect anonymized data including the date and timestamp, number of nodes, data size, storage size, version #, OS and other data. We’re collecting this information to learn how we can make the product better for you in the future.
	How is this information stored and processed? We store and process all information on our secure servers. No third-party has access to any of this data.
	What about my personal information? We do not track or store any personal data. All data collected is anonymized, including your IP address.





Additional terms apply: Software License & SaaS Documents


 I consent to the collection of anonymous analytics as I use the Community Edition software.

Accept Decline
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